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ENTRANCE WALL

Peter Cave
*Kim Il-sung*, 2011
Acrylic on paper
60 x 50cm
Courtesy of the artist and Arts Project Australia, Melbourne

Peter Cave
*Kim Jong-il*, 2011
Acrylic on paper
60 x 50cm
Courtesy of the artist and Arts Project Australia, Melbourne

MAIN GALLERY CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT

DPRK propaganda videos
_Victorious in the DPRK in Single-minded Unity_ (top)
_Pyongyang Today_ (middle)
_Kim Jong Il’s Leadership for Successful Building of a Great Prosperous and Powerful Nation_ (bottom)
_DVD_
Courtesy of The DPRK

Karl Tuikkanen
_Untitled*, 2011
Sculpture; Oil on linen, stained wood, brass, MPEG4 Sizes: Painting 893x210cm, Scroll:
height: 270cm, base; 16x10cm MPEG4 : 2:46min
Courtesy of the artist

Jung Lee
_Bordering North Korea # 15 2007_
C-type print
40 x 50 in
Courtesy of the artist and One & J Gallery, Seoul

Jung Lee
_Bordering North Korea # 12 2008_
C-type print
40 x 50 in
Courtesy of the artist and One & J Gallery
Tony Garifalakis
*Leader of the Pack* 2011
Mixed media on denim vest
Dimensions variable
Courtesy of the artist

Jim Finn
*The Juche Idea* 2008
DVD
62 minutes
Courtesy of the artist and Video Data Bank, Chicago

Tony Garifalakis
*The Hills Have Eyes* 2011
Fabric
70 x 44 in
Courtesy of the artist

Soni Kum
*Foreign Sky* 2005
DVD
70 minutes
Courtesy of the artist

Magnus Bärtås
*Madame & Little Boy* 2009
DVD
27 minutes
Courtesy of the artist

Alain Declercq
*The Third Tunnel* 2008
C-type print
47 x 84 in
Courtesy of the artist and Galerie Loevenbruck, Paris